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SEEING IS BELIEVING

Quantum CCTV and Networks (Pty) Ltd t/a Quantum CCTV, was established in 2006, specialising in the supply,
installation and maintenance of CCTV Security Surveillance Systems.
We are an operating division of PhotoNote and have in excess 15 years’ experience in the CCTV field. Together
with PhotoNote, we have a staff of 70 employees, all of which are fully equipped to provide you with the best
service and expertise.
The Quantum CCTV directors, Richard Pereira, Phillip Kershaw and and Andrew Murray head up a committed
and highly experienced team. We pride ourselves in delivering a truly professional and personalised service.

OUR
DIFFERENCE
We offer the domestic, commercial and industrial markets a complete end-to-end solution offering:
From CCTV design, planning, installation and maintenance
through to off-site monitoring from our Remote Risk 24/7 state of the art control room.
Our head office is based in Durban, KwaZulu-Natal where we have fully equipped workshops and operations
within our branches in KwaZulu-Natal, Gauteng and the Western Cape which offer technical support 24 hours
a day, 7 days a week on a national basis.
Our client base includes blue chip companies in the logistics and warehousing, retail and food, education,
manufacturing and many more business sectors.
We offer rental finance solutions coupled with service level agreement contracts and provide
flexible payment options through our in-house finance company with piece of mind on equipment associated
faults and callouts. Quantum CCTV is BBEE accredited and affiliated with PSIRA and SAIDSA security
authorities.

OUR MISSION
To be the predominant provider of CCTV and associated electronic security systems and solutions at
competitive prices, while providing unquestionable levels of service excellence and ultimately reducing our
clients operating costs while providing peace of mind.
At Quantum CCTV, we pride ourselves in our after sale service with precedence to providing effective
solutions to our clients.
We believe that even with the top of the range equipment, the solution is only as effective as the company
that backs its up.

OUR OFFERING
Quantum CCTV has been designing, installing and maintaining
electronic security systems for over 15years.
Following a full assessment of your business or premises, our skilled sales team
will design an optimal security solution tailored to your needs. Our dedicated operations
managers and certified technical teams are involved in each step including successful
installation, programming and final handover.

CCTV VIDEO SYSTEMS
We pride ourselves on being at the very forefront of technology.
From Full HD & Smart IP Network based CCTV through to AI Video Analytics,
ANPR (Automatic Number Plate Recognition) Solutions as well as
mobile device viewing & control of your installed cameras through ISP connectivity.

ACCESS CONTROL
At the heart of any security system is your access control - Questions on who has access
to the premises, why and when are always asked. Our options include Facial recognition,
Biometric and Card access terminals connected to bespoke door locking systems
coupled with PC Server software to keep your points of access secure and monitored.

INTERCOM DOOR ENTRY SYSTEMS
Visitor identification is vital to completing you door entry solution.
We install Video & Audio Intercom systems through a 2-Wire or IP Network infrastructure.
Our expert consultants will advise on the various options and install to your exact requirements.

loT & GPS TRACKING SOLUTIONS
loT or "Internet of Things" technology is at the cutting edge of the Track-and-Trace solution,
utilising low power (Sub-GHz) networks we offer 24hr monitoring of items important to you
to provide you with peace of mind. Options include GPS real time tracking, panic & nurse
call devices, functional sensors to monitor heat, water, cooling, speed, counting and many
more applications all coupled with extended battery performance and network stability.

OFF-SITE VIDEO MONITORING
We offer centralized CCTV Video management of multiple premises through our Remote
Risk 24/7 Video Control room. Remote monitoring ensures a pro-active response as
opposed to a reactive only response to events at your premises. Our diligent and certified
operators offer EYES-ON support with full reporting while you focus on your business.
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